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Gain in Poetry Translation: Translation Evaluation of Gajanan Madhav Muktibodh’s 
Long Poem Andhere Mein (In the Dark) 

 
In this paper, I will analyse English translation of Hindi poet Gajanan Madhav Muktibodh’s long poem 

Andhere Mein (1964) which is translated by prominent contemporary Hindi writer Krishna Baldev Vaid. 

For a long time ‘loss’ in poetry translation has been marked by many translation theorists. But in recent 

decades, lamentation about ‘loss’ in poetry translation, are questioned by many scholars. Specially, 

postcolonial translation theorists have clearly questioned the dominance of ‘original text’. For them, 

translator is not “servant of source text”, but he/she is “powerful reader and free agent as a writer” 

(22).I will try to underline, that in the translation of poetry, any translator ‘gain’ something, while 

making choices during process of translation. Just to focus on ‘loss’ in translation of poetry, it narrow 

and confine the larger interpretation of poetry and translation as creative process. I will try to move 

forward beyond that old notion, which sees poetry, as ‘it constructed in language but cannot be 

transposed across languages’. I will use Edith Grossman’s recently published book Why Translation 

Matters (2011), for my critical framework. 

To, start discussion, before talking on position of Muktibodh’s Andhere Mein (last poem in his 

posthumously published first poetry collection, Chand Kaa Munh Tedha Hai,1964) in Hindi New Poetry 

Movement, it is an important to know basic things about translation evaluation or translation 

assessment. Evaluation is the activity aimed at establishing the quality of a translated text. “As the 

notion of quality is relative one, evaluation is also bound to rely on relative criteria, depending on the 

aims of evaluation and the context in which a translated text is evaluated” (Palumbo 10). Every process 

of translation include three steps—first-Analysis, second-Transfer and third-Restructuring. Translation 

evaluation can be seen as fourth step in this process, where we try to see structure, quality and 

acceptance of translated text. Somewhere, translation evaluation is actually, evaluation of translator’s 

skill between two languages. Within the field of literary translation, more time has been devoted to 

investigate the problems translating poetry than any other literary mode. Many of studies have tried to 

investigate, either “evaluations different translations of a single text” or “personal statements by 

individual translators on their translated texts” (Bassnett 86). But translation of poetry is different from 

other texts, like--knowledge based texts, philosophical texts, domain specific texts or non-literary texts 

etc. In knowledge based and domain specific texts, facts and thoughts are stable and fix but in poetry, 

emotions and imaginations becomes major elements, which are not stable and fix. 

To understand the freedom and choices of translator, perhaps it is good to observe the opening of this 

challenging poem. 

(S.L.) 

ज़िन्दगी के... 

कभयों भें अॉधेये 
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रगाता है चक्कय 

कोई एक रगाताय; 

आवाि ऩैयों की देती है सुनाई 

बार-बार......बार-बार, 

वह नहीॊ दीखता.....नहीॊ ही दीखता, 

ककन्तु, वह यहा घूभ 

तिलऱस्म खोह भें गगयफ्ताय कोई एक......(67). 

(T.L.) 

In the dark 

someone paces 

the stark 

chambers of life 

ceaselessly 

I hear his footsteps echoing 

in the dark 

in the stark chambers 

of life I hear him..... 

I don’t see him   I can’t 

but I hear him 

pacing like a prisoner 

in a magical cave........(13). 

By going through translated version, it becomes clear translator has changed the sequence of phrases. 

By using ‘chamber’ for ‘kamra’ which can also be translated as ‘room’, translator choice shows 

confinement of unknown poetic hero. While word ‘ceaselessly’ adding meaning for ‘restlessness’ which 

was just limited to ‘continuity’ in S.L. Translator has also maintained that freedom in first stanza with 

other expressions also. For sixth line of S.L. the translator has used word ‘echoing’ for repeated words—

baar-baar. The translated word ‘echoing’ has enlarged the repetition frequency. The most unusual 

expression in first stanza is ‘tilishmi khoh’ which is translated as ‘magical cave’, to somewhere show 

captivity of that unknown poetic hero. Muktibodh’s this long poem which is divided in eight parts, 

remind us Walt Whitman’s long poem Song of Myself (1855), where Whitman has continuously tried to 

capture his ‘I’. The poetic craft of this poem shows that, Muktibodh has divided the ‘I’ of this long poem 

in two parts. First, as main (‘I’) of poetic hero and second, his reflection as vah (‘He’). Here Muktibodh’s 
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craft ship somewhere indicates self-alienation of that poetic hero. Just before the end of first part of 

this poem, ‘I’ as poetic hero, has commented about ‘that mysterious person’. To mark that part: 

(S.L.) 

वह यहस्मभम व्मज़क्त 

अब िक न पायी गयी मरेी अलिव्यक्ति है, 

ऩूर्ण अवस्था वह 

ननज-सॊबावनाओॊ, ननहहत प्रबावों, प्रनतबाओॊ की, 

भेये ऩरयऩूर्ण का आववबाणव, 

हृदय में ररस रहे ज्ञान का िनाव वह, 

आत्भा की प्रनतभा (69). 

(T.L.) 

That mysterious person 

has got to be my own 

unachieved expression 

the perfection of 

my own unrealised latent 

glories and talents— 

he has got to be 

the very tension of 

the blocked wisdom 

of my heart the very 

image of my soul (16). 

This part of poem not only shows addition in translated text but also reflect realization of poetic hero, 

who is clear that, “that mysterious person/has got to be my own/unachieved expression”. Newness was 

the greatest strength of Hindi New Poetry, which was visible on every level of language, style, theme 

and structure. That’s why Agay called these poets, “seekers of new paths”. The expression like, “the 

blocked wisdom/of my heart the very/ image of my soul”, is new and unique because Muktibodh here 

is not associating heart with ‘emotions’ but with ‘wisdom’ and that heart is acting like brain, which is full 

of tension, because of wisdom. In this part of poem, translator has followed sequences of words, but 

the decision to translate ‘hriday men ris rha gyan kaa tanav vah/aatma kee pratimaa’ as “the blocked 

wisdom/of my heart the very/ image of my soul”, has given new meaning and interpretation of heart 

because of translator choice. Here it is an important to mention established translator Edith Grossman, 

who has translated writers like, Cervantes, Marquez, Llosa, Fuentes, from Spanish in English. For 
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Grossman, “translation always helps us to know, to see from a different angle, to attribute new value to 

what once may have been unfamiliar” (xi). Just quoted two passages somewhere reveal, translated 

poem put up new ‘different’, ‘unfamiliar’ angle to see. Poetry which is infamous for its 

‘untranslatability’, which is not just words, which go beyond words, becomes ‘rewriting’ (to use Andere 

Lefevere word) when translator tries to understand relation between words, in between spaces and 

blank spaces. Debate about ‘faithfulness’ and ‘fidelity’ in poetry translation works in very different way, 

because history tell us how from Dryden to Fitzgerald, every translator has added something from his 

creativity and imagination in T.T., which clearly reflect in their choices. The translated version of this 

long poem, mark that it’s more like, ‘creative encounter’ between two persons. Where many time path 

of translation becomes path of creation. To quote another example from end of second section, this 

clearly shows new addition in T.T. 

(S.L.) 

अॉधेये के ओय-छोय टटोर-टटोरकय 

फढ़ता हूॉ आगे, 

ऩैयों से भहसूस कयता हूॉ धयती का पैराव, 

हाथों से भहसूस कयता हूॉ ददशाएॉ 

साॉसों से अनुबव कयता हूॉ दनुनमा, 

भस्तक अनुबव कयता है आकाश, 

हदर भें तड़ऩता है अॉधेये का अॊदाि, 

आॉखें मे तथ्म को सूॊघती-सी रगती, 

केवर शज़क्त है स्ऩशण की गहयी. 

आत्भा भें, बीषर् 

सि-चिि-वेदना जर उठी, दहकी (73). 

(T.L.) 

void off my face and grope forward 

in the dark 

feeling the earth with my feet 

feeling the space with my hands 

feeling the world with my breath 

feeling the sky with my brow 

feeling the dark in my heart 

feeling the actual with my eyes— 
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my sense of touch my only strength. 

My soul is on fire 

with a desire to 

experience the real bliss (20). 

In just quoted translation, it is interesting to mark the word, ‘space’. For ‘dishayen’ in S.L., translator has 

used ‘space’ in T.L. The possible translation of ‘dishayen’ in English is ‘directions’. But translator here is 

aware of context of this word and go beyond this word and ‘space’ in T.L. is not just indicating, “the 

action of directing or managing” but as “the unlimited expanse in which everything is located”. In the 

same stanza Muktibodh strength as neologist becomes clear, who has invented ‘sat-chit-vedana’ from 

‘sat-chit-anand’ which is maintained by translator as ‘real bliss’. There is no mention of ‘real’ in S.L., 

‘real’ in T.L. has enhance the meaning of ‘bliss’. This enhancement of meaning should be mark as 

creative decision of translator, not just as ‘loss’ of S.T. meaning. This enhancement of meaning also help 

us to understand Grossman idea about poetry translation that, in poetry translation translator is not 

just ‘listener’ of S.T., but translator becomes ‘speaker’ of S.T.   

In short, we can say, some plays use ‘play with in play’ technique to show complexity of our time, here 

Muktibodh has used ‘poetry within poetry’ technique to confront the darkness of ‘self’. Darkness is the 

prominent image throughout the poem, which became very visible during Emergency period (1975-77) 

in India, and that darkness has taken new shapes and shades in our time. But this poem helps us to 

confront invisible darkness in present time. Mutibodh ‘novelistic approach’ towards poetry is also 

becomes visible in this long poem. There is constant presence of Atm (self) and Atma (soul) in his poems 

and this poem is also not exception. This is the language of Muktibodh which has made Andhere Mein, 

the highest achievement of Hindi New poetry. In its geography the poem would appear to be 

cosmopolitan but it is utterly local in colour. Its locale is a city whose gallery of portrait includes ‘a man/ 

bathed in red blood light light/Mystery incarnate’, ‘notorious murderer/of the city/Master Domaji’ and 

Tolstoy, Tilak and Gandhi. The poetic language of Muktibodh covers a very wide range of experience in 

the poem, and as creative translator Krishna Baldev Vaid has try to maintain a energetic dialogue 

between Hindi (S.L.) and English (T.L.). Throughout the translation translator has taken some freedom to 

add something new in T.T. To use Gujarati writer and critic Suresh Joshi’s words, Vaid has tried to 

understand “atmosphere around language”, and he placed Muktibodh in T.L. according to “the 

atmosphere of the source language” (44). This poetry translation itself is enough to collapse Robert 

Frost's immensely ‘silly remark’ that 'poetry is what gets lost in translation'. In the whole translation 

translator has not treated poetry as ‘intangible, ‘ineffable’ thing but as a platform for a dialogue with 

poet.  
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